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The world-renowned Preston Rentals SuperDeck® Retractable Loading Platform System has been designed to simplify 

the handling of materials, save hook time, and rapidly improve productivity - particularly on multi-storey construction 

sites. The SuperDeck’s revolutionary design offers a ‘drawer-like’ loading platform system, dramatically reducing crane 

loading times, and delivering savings on labour costs - all while improving overall site safety.

The SuperDeck® Retractable Loading Platform is fitted with fixed harness points to allow units to be vertically stacked 

and rolled in and out as required. This innovative design is rated for universally safe working loads of 5 tons and 

dramatically increases material handling efficiency by minimizing hinderance to crane ropes and loads for faster, safer, 

and more cost-effective crane operations.

SuperDecks can be operated by a single person and can be installed or relocated in approximately 15 minutes, provid-

ing significant savings in time and labor costs. 





Preston Rental SuperCages™ provide flexibility to load difficult & cumbersome materials safely.

DIMENSION & CAPACITIES::

- The SuperCages™ interior dims 13’2” L x 6’4” W x 45”H

- 5,000lbs loading capacity

- Tare weight (empty) 3,000lbs

FEATURES:

- Steel tube frame

- Diamond plate steel floor

- Expanded metal side panels

- 4 pad eyes for top rigging

- Fold-down ramp for easy loading and unloading

- Designed to meet or exceed ASME B30.20 standards

- Minimizes wasted time and the hassle of carting equipment and materials through the man-lift



Extended Side Panels - A steel mesh 14.76 ft to offer extended height on our Loading 

Platforms and also for safety, depending on job specifications.

Deck Trolley - This goes under the Loading Platform to hang the chain block and 

finished work beneath the unit.

Loading Platforms Ramp - Limited to 7.87”, 15.75”, 23.62” or by special order 

(Keeping to 3 degrees maximum). This ramp offers full access to the Loading Platform 

using our leg system.

SUPERDECK ® ADD-ON SOLUTIONS

Deck Trolley - This goes under the Loading Platform to hang the chain block and finish 

work beneath the unit.



Chains/Slings - All Purpose Lifting Equipment

Two Way Radios - For communication

Lever Block/Chain Block - A lever blocks is a manual hoist that uses a ratchet and pawl 

mechanical configuration to lift, lower or pull a load and to apply or release tension.

Headache Ball - An auxiliary hook that can be used on a crane.

Remote & Cable - Cable remote controller for remote machine operation.

Glass Lifter - A convenient way to lift glass, metal, ceramic and other materials to position 

them for fixing. Vaccum technology used to grip the surface, glass lifters are an easy lifting 

solution.

ADD-ON SOLUTIONSSUPERCRANE™ 

Lever Block/Chain Block - A lever block is a manual hoist that uses a ratchet and pawl mechanical 

configuration to lift, lower or pull a load and to apply or release tension.

Chains/Slings - All Purpose Lifting Equipment.

Two Way Radios - For communication.
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